MADE IN THE UK
Bonzer® Can Openers are lovingly made
in the UK at Mitchell & Cooper’s factory
in East Sussex. Build to last, the Bonzer®
Can Openers have been manufactured
since 1930s.

CAN OPENER WALL GUIDE
Maintain the great performance of your Bonzer® Can Opener

CLEANING

OPERATING
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Firmly affix the can opener Push can opener
base to a flat surface with shaft down into the
screws and (or) clamp
base hole.
provided.
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Use palm of hand to push
the can opener down
firmly, ensure the blade
has pierced the can.
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Push the handle down to
start operating.

Turn handle clockwise until
can is fully open.

Lift the handle out
and wipe shaft
clean. Remove the
wheel from the
chamber.
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Replace with a new
wheel ensuring the
Bonzer® text side
is facing downward
(label on wheel
must face upwards)

TIPS & TROUBLESHOOTING
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Remove the trigger while
pulling back handle.
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Wash trigger thoroughly
between usage.
WARNING
Blade and wheel must be
regularly maintained and
replaced to avoid risk of
metal shavings.
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Engage the handle into
operational mode (down
position). Place the metal
rod (provided with new
wheel) in the back right
hand side of the wheel
and wind the handle
anticlockwise until loose.

Pull handle back
to release.
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WHEEL FITTING
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Open the tops of cans not the bottoms, store cans such as
beans upside down.
Open dented cans from just to the left of the dent.
Turn the handle clockwise - anticlockwise rotation could loosen
the mechanism.
Never turn the handle continually without a can in place.
When replacing the can opener - change the base as well.
Never sharpen the blade - sharp blades cause sharp edges.
Replace chipped blades and wheel.

Replace the trigger while
pulling back handle.

BLADE FITTING
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Insert handle and push
down firmly to reconnect.
Place metal rod in the
back left hand side and
wind the handle clockwise
until you feel it lock but
don’t over tighten.

Loosen screws to free blade. Replace
the blade and ensure stamped side
faces trigger mechanism. Replace
screws and tighten.

RESOURCES

Spares Shop & Maintenance Extended Warranty
www.mitchellcooper.co.uk/
spare-parts/can-opener-spares/

www.mitchellcooper.co.uk/CanOpener-Registration

